Memorial Hall at Stone Mountain Park

There is adventure in sound...

Since 1984, the Atlanta Radio Theatre Company has been performing, recording, and broadcasting dramatic audio - fully dramatized, fully sound-scaped audio drama. We set the scene. We give you voices, sound effects, music, and ambient atmosphere. In your imagination you build the sets, you give faces to the voices, you design the costumes.

This is the "Theatre of the Mind," as practiced in the Golden Age of Radio. By combining today's modern technology and dramatic techniques with the oldest form of entertainment, the human imagination, you have access to the best seat in the house for the most vivid movie you will ever see.

If you enjoyed today's program...
The following titles are now available on CD and cassette.

An Atlanta Christmas by Thomas E. Fuller
All Hallows' Moon - An occult western
by Thomas E. Fuller

Order online with our new shopping cart at WWW.ARTC.ORG

Atlanta Radio Theatre Company

An Atlanta Christmas

Written by Thomas E. Fuller
Adapted for audio by Daniel Taylor
other material by Daniel Kiernan, Daniel Taylor, and Ron N. Butler

Saturday and Sunday, December 13 and 14
Memorial Hall inside Stone Mountain Park
2:00pm and 4:00pm
An Atlanta Christmas  2:00pm

An Atlanta Christmas (recurring roles) by Thomas E. Fuller
Host                          Daniel Taylor
Hostess                       Joyce Leigh
Girl                          Katie Brass
Boy                           Josh Adams

A Bumpers Crossroads Christmas (The Fruitcake Tradition) by Daniel Kiernan
Announcer                     Phil Carter
Santa Claus                   Doug Kaye
Tildy                         Sketch Quinn
Woody                         Terry Sanders
Grandpa                       Daniel Kiernan
Luke                          Matt Ceccato
Rose                          Clair Kiernan
Mary                          Caran Wilbanks

The Tree Comes to Atlanta by Thomas E. Fuller
Joyce                         Clair Kiernan
Ben                           Daniel Kiernan
2nd Boy                       Justin Ameri
2nd Girl                      Sarah Taylor
Harriet                       Juliana Finch
Jacob                         David Benedict
Robert                        Neil Butler
James                         Justin Ameri
Marybeth                      Tamara Morton
Jenny                         Sarah Taylor

Technical Crew
Live Foley sound effects      Lili Bilbao
                                Deanna Ameri
                                Sheila Ameri
Music                         Brad Weage

Caroling Ensemble
Phil Carter, Matt Ceccato, Juliana Finch,
Megan Jackson, Clair Kiernan, Joyce Leigh,
Jack Mayfield, Tamara Morton, Sarah Taylor

Floor Manager                 Eric Olson
Sound Engineering             David Carter
                                Ray Spitz
                                Elayna Little
Director/Producer             William Alan Ritch

WWW.ARTC.ORG
Are You Lonely Tonight? by Thomas E. Fuller
Jack
Martha

The Santa Claus Blues by Thomas E. Fuller
Santa Claus
Tiffany
Sarah Ann Shoemaker
Eric
Billy
Rachel Whitmore
Reindeer Child
Peter Goodwin

Mr Currier, Mr. Ives, and all that Snow by Thomas E. Fuller
Oliver
Edward
Robert
Janet
Margaret
Phil Carter
Neil Butler
Colin Butler
Tamara Morton
Sarah Taylor

Rory Rammer: Space Marshal
A Visit From Saint Rex by Ron N. Butler
Announcer
Rory Rammer
"Skip" Sagan
Rex Gorbachev
Kid 1
Kid 2

Phil Carter
David Benedict
Jack Mayfield
Doug Kaye
Colin Butler
Josh Adams

O Tannenbaum by Thomas E. Fuller
Richard
Soldiers

Ron N. Butler
Ensemble

Cut-Out Christmas by Thomas E. Fuller
Brenda
George

Megan Jackson
Phil Carter

Caroling
Welcome Christmas
Good King Wenceslas
Winter Wonderland
Jingle Bell Rock
Legend of the Poinsettia by Brad Strickland
Announcer
Phil Carter
Staffer
Joyce Leigh
Biblical Narrator
Sketch Quinn
Balthasar
David Benedict
Melchior
Daniel Taylor
Caspar
Terry Sanders
Irving
Jack Mayfield
Angel
Megan Jackson
Virgin Mary
Juliana Finch
Frankincense
Michael Langford

An Atlanta Christmas  4:00pm

The Ultimate Christmas Pageant by Thomas E. Fuller
Ms. Nutter
Joyce Leigh
Coach Packard
Daniel Kiernan
Joseph
Colin Butler
Mary
Tamara Morton
Innkeeper
Justin Ameri
Wife
Katie Brass
Shepherd 1
Clair Kiernan
Shepherd 2
Megan Jackson
Shepherd 3
Juliana Finch
Angel
Sarah Taylor
Wise Man 1
Josh Adams
Wise Man 2
Jack Mayfield
Wise Man 3
Neil Butler

The Bicycle by Daniel Taylor
Father
Daniel Taylor
Mother
Caran Wilbanks
Penny
Sarah Taylor

Caroling
Christmastime is Here
Hard Candy Christmas - performed by Megan Jackson
O Holy Night - solo performed by Clair Kiernan
Santa Baby - performed by Juliana Finch

Intermission